해커스편입 핵심 기출 논리 3 -교재 오류 정정 안내-

강우진 교수

수정 1. 37쪽 - 13번 문제 → 보기 삽입
보기
① analytical thinking
② addictive behavior
③ thrill seeking
④ emotional stability

수정 2. 40쪽 - 18번 문제 → 빈칸 삽입
18.
Mars has always captured the imagination of people. Questions about Martian life
began when early astronomers thought the planet was much like our planet Earth.
Later observers of the night sky imagined they saw canals and vegetation in their
telescopes. Scientists have attempted to look for signs of past life, especially where
water once flowed. Their instruments discovered ice, and their studies delved into
rocks on Mars. Since microscopic life forms exist in Earth's most extreme regions,
microorganisms might also exist on Mars. The planet has "hot spots" that might be
geothermal vents. These, some scientists say, may be among the best places to
__________.

수정 3. 41쪽 - 19번 문제 → 빈칸 삽입
19.
The physiological and mental stress encountered by airplane travelers when
crossing four or more time zones is commonly called jet lag. Patterns of hunger,
sleep, and elimination, along with alertness, memory, and normal judgement, may all
be affected. More than 100 biological functions that fluctuate during the 24-hour
cycle (circadian rhythm) can become desynchronized. Most people's bodies adjust at
a rate of about one hour per day. Thus after four time zone changes, the body will
require about four days to __________. Flying eastward is often more difficult than
flying westward, which adds hours to the day.
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강우진 교수

수정 4. 42쪽 - 20번 문제 → 빈칸 삽입
20.
Owners

who
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not
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dogs
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of

good

behavior

are

irresponsible: badly behaved dogs should not be blamed for any mayhem that they
may cause ― it is the fault of their owners. British legislation reflects this, and
dog-owners are obliged to __________. The 1991 Dangerous Dogs Act states that it
is a criminal offense to allow your dog to be out of control in a public place,
including your automobile and if anyone feels threatened by your dog, they are
within their rights to report you, as its owner, to the police. If you are found guilty
under this act, your dog could be destroyed, and you could even receive a prison
sentence.

수정 5. 43쪽 - 21번 문제 → 빈칸 삽입
21.
Much of the craving for meat and the excitement it generates reflects the unique
nutritional benefits that preindustrial populations derive from consuming a food that
often contains both high-quality protein and lots of fat in one concentrated package.
The first priority of a hungry person's body is to convert whatever food it
consumes into energy. Supplied with nothing but lean meat, the body uses the
protein in it for energy rather than for body-building and body-regulating functions.
One way to "spare" the protein in meat is __________, a practice followed around
the world, as in "steak and potatoes," "spaghetti and meat balls," "pork and
dumplings" and "chicken and rice."

